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Some patterns of attitudes (and absences thereof) don’t fit together right, in a distinctive sort of way: 

they are jointly incoherent. Examples include inconsistent beliefs, cyclical preferences, failures to intend 

the means to one’s ends, and various forms of akrasia. Very plausibly, such incoherent combinations 

of states are irrational. (The particular kind of irrationality that they involve is often labelled structural 

irrationality.) Also very plausibly, facts about what is rational or irrational have normative significance 

– roughly, that is, they at least have some bearing on what attitudes we ought to have (or get ourselves 

to have). 

 And yet, as a raft of literature over the last two decades has made clear, there are deep puzzles 

about how facts about (in)coherence could be normatively significant. The deepest such puzzle, in my 

view at least, is what I’ll call the problem of making space for the normativity of coherence. The problem, 

in rough outline, is this: if considerations of coherence are normatively significant, then it seems that 

we ought to take account of them in our deliberation and reasoning. But it is unclear exactly what role 

they should play in our deliberation and reasoning. Considerations of coherence don’t seem to show 

up in reasoning about what to believe, intend, desire, hope, fear, and so on; moreover, they seem 

awkward to take account of alongside more “substantive” considerations about the merits of such 

attitudes. This casts doubt on the normative significance of considerations of coherence. 

I’ll try to make this problem more precise in due course. I’ll then try to solve it. My view will 

make more sense a bit further into the dialectic, but for those who don’t like to be kept in suspense, 

the slogan is this: considerations of coherence constitute reasons for structuring deliberation in certain ways; 

more particularly, in ways that treat incoherent combinations of attitudes as off-limits, and that focus 

one’s deliberation on adjudicating between the coherent combinations. Not only does this account 

address the challenge of making space for the normativity of coherence; it also constitutes an original, 

positive account of how coherence is normatively significant. Despite the voluminous literature on the 

“normativity of rationality,” very few such accounts have been forthcoming in the extant literature. 

1. “The normativity of rationality”: getting clearer on the question 

 

In this preliminary section, I will situate the question I’m interested in by locating it within the broader 

debate about the “normativity of rationality”. To outsiders, this debate may seem puzzling. Of course, 

it might be thought, claims about rationality are normative (rather than, say, descriptive) claims. Yet 

prominent philosophers profess to be skeptics about the normativity of rationality,1 while others 

devote whole books to defending it.2 To understand how there is a question of substance to be 

                                                 
1 Most famously, Niko Kolodny (2005), and on one interpretation, Joseph Raz (2005). In his book Rationality Through 
Reasoning, John Broome also takes such skepticism very seriously, admitting that he has no argument to rule it out (see 
Broome 2013: 204-5).  
2 E.g. Kiesewetter (2017), Wedgwood (2017), and Lord (2018). 
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investigated here, we need to get clearer both about what is the notion of rationality, and about the 

notion of normativity, that is in play. 

 

1.1  What kind of rationality is at issue? 

 

As others have argued, there are two different notions of rationality that need to be distinguished: 

substantive, and structural.3 Substantive rationality, roughly, consists in having attitudes (and absences 

thereof4) – and, perhaps, performing actions – that are reasonable or justified. On a prominent and 

plausible account,5 this amounts to their being supported by (and based on) one’s evidence-relative 

reasons, where the qualifier ‘evidence-relative’ functions to exclude any reasons of which one is 

justifiably ignorant given one’s evidence. When we say that it’s irrational for an educated person in 

2020 to believe that climate change is a hoax, or that it’s irrational to (intentionally) leave one’s 

umbrella at home when it’s clearly about to rain, these are most naturally read as ascriptions of 

substantive irrationality. In these cases, the agent is failing to respond correctly to her (evidence-

relative) reasons against for belief and (intentional) action.  

Structural rationality, by contrast, consists roughly in having attitudes that cohere with one 

another. On a prominent and plausible account,6 this amounts to their respecting various constraints 

that forbid certain clashing combinations of attitudes: for example, constraints that forbid inconsistent 

beliefs, means-end incoherence, cyclical preferences, various forms of akrasia, and so on. When we 

say that it’s irrational to have the combinations of attitudes that violate these constraints – for example, 

that it’s irrational to intend to go to the bar given your intention to do everything you can to avoid 

getting COVID-19 and your belief that to do that, you need to refrain from going to the bar, or that 

it’s irrational to believe the plane will crash when you yourself acknowledge that you have no evidence that 

it will crash, these are most naturally read as ascriptions of structural irrationality. In these cases, the 

agent’s attitudes are incoherent with one another.7  

 In this paper, I want to focus on the normativity of structural rationality, or coherence. My own 

view is that there is in fact no interesting debate to be had about the normativity of substantive 

rationality, but I do not need to rely on that here: I will just stipulate that it is structural rationality that 

I am interested in, and understand that qualifier to be implicitly in place in what follows.8  

                                                 
3 For this distinction, see esp. Worsnip (2018b, forthcoming), Fogal (2020), and Fogal & Worsnip (forthcoming). Others 
who have used the term “structural rationality” in at least roughly the same way include Scanlon (2007), Chang (2013), 
Wallace (2014), Neta (2015), and Kiesewetter (2017). 
4 In what follows, I’ll omit the qualifier ‘and absences thereof’ for brevity, using ‘attitudes’ more broadly as including 
absences of (positive) attitudes.  
5 Cf., inter alia, Kiesewetter (2017) and – though his view is not quite the same – Lord (2018). 
6 Cf., inter alia, Broome (2013). 
7 Some have challenged the fundamental distinctness of substantive and structural rationality, and/or have thought that 
structural rationality is just about responsiveness to “subjective” reasons. For a defense of the distinction, and of the 
view that structural rationality cannot be understood in terms of responsiveness to any kind of reasons, see Fogal & 
Worsnip (forthcoming); Worsnip (forthcoming: chs. 1-4). 
8 In making this stipulation, I am following some of the most prominent early contributors to the debate on the normativity 
of rationality (Kolodny (2005: 509-10; Southwood 2008: 9-10). Some more recent contributors to the debate (Kiesewetter 
2017; Lord 2018) have broken with this earlier approach. They think, instead, that the question ‘is rationality normative?’ 
can be sensibly asked without any prior disambiguation of ‘rationality’, and then answered by conducting a substantive, 
non-stipulative investigation into what rationality, simpliciter, consists in: either reasons-responsiveness or coherence. And 
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Notably, despite the voluminous literature on the normativity of rationality, defenders of the 

normativity of structural rationality, or coherence, are rare,9 and accounts of how structural rationality is 

normative are rarer still. In time, I aim to provide just such an account. 

  

1.2  What is it for rationality to be normative? 

 

What do participants in the debate mean when they ask whether rationality is normative? Most 

participants in the debate cash out what it would be for rationality to be normative in terms of the 

notion of a reason. This is in many respects a natural approach. Normative claims are often glossed as 

claims that are concerned with what we ought to do, believe, intend, desire, and so on. But some 

consideration can be normatively significant without always tracking what one all-things-considered 

ought to do (or believe, intend, desire, etc.) – since considerations of genuine normative significance 

can be outweighed. Reasons to Φ are often understood as the considerations that together add up to 

determine whether you ought to Φ. By bearing on what you ought to do (or what attitudes you ought 

to have), reasons are the considerations that have normative significance. So the notion of a reason is 

a natural one to look to in glossing what it is for something to be normative.  

However, there are different ways to use the notion of a reason to cash out the thesis that 

rationality is normative. One way one sometimes seemed the thesis cashed out, either explicitly or 

implicitly, is like so:10 

 

Reason(s) to be Rational in General. There is at least one fact F such that F is a reason for all 

agents to have all of the responses that are rationally required of them. 

 

However, I don’t think this is a good way to cash out the thesis that rationality is normative. Given 

this claim, the natural next question is, “…and what is that reason?”11 Candidate answers, at this point, 

are ones like the following: being rational will help us to achieve our ends; being rational will help us 

to do what we “objectively” ought to do;12 being rational is necessary for self-governance;13 being 

rational stops us from being vulnerable to Dutch books and money pumps; being rational makes us 

interpretable to others in a social environment.14 

                                                 
they think that if they can show that rationality consists in reasons-responsiveness, and not coherence, then they have 
thereby shown that it is normative. In my view, this approach to the debate is mistaken, because the notions of rationality 
as reasons-responsiveness (substantive rationality) and that of rationality as coherence (structural rationality) do not 
compete as rival accounts of rationality simpliciter. That is, no showdown is required as to whether rationality is one or is 
the other; they are simply two different deontic notions, both of which have their own distinctive roles to play, and both 
of which can be picked out with the ordinary word ‘rationality’. Consequently, there is no substantive project of figuring 
out which of the two rationality “is”, and there is no question of whether rationality simpliciter is normative that could be 
answered by executing that project. 
9 Again, both Kiesewetter (2017) and Lord (2018) argue for the normativity of rationality, but only via identifying 
rationality simpliciter with substantive rationality. They are skeptics about the normativity of structural rationality. 
10 Cf., e.g., Kolodny (2005); also, e.g., Mildenberger (2019). 
11 Cf., e.g., Kolodny (2005: 542). 
12 Cf. Wedgwood (2017). 
13 Cf. Bratman (2009). 
14 Cf. Mildenberger (2019). 
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 Note, however, that there is something striking about all of these possible answers. All of them 

make our reasons to have the rational responses essentially derivative on something else: our reasons to 

achieve our ends, our reasons to do what we objectively ought to do, our reasons to be agents, or our 

reasons to be interpretable to others in a social environment (or, perhaps, the value of these various 

things). I think that the move toward these derivative pictures is the inevitable result of posing the 

question in such a way that what is demanded is a reason to be rational in general. The very question 

forces us to look outside of rationality itself to find some external goal or value on which its 

significance is derivative. I do not think that someone who thinks that rationality is normative should 

automatically be forced into this model, where rationality’s normative significance is derivative on 

some non-rationality-constituted (e.g. moral, prudential, etc.) consideration.15 Hence, I think, 

Reason(s) to be Rational in General is a bad gloss on the normativity of rationality. 

 What can we replace it with? A better way to understand the thesis that rationality is normative, 

I suggest, is something like this: 

 

Facts about Rationality Constitute Reasons. Any fact about what rationality requires of 

some agent A constitutes a reason for A to have some appropriately related response R.16 

 

Here, it is the fact about rationality itself that constitutes the reason to have a particular response. This 

much better accommodates those who think that rationality’s normative significance is non-derivative. 

What they can say is that facts about rationality constitute reasons, whether or not there is some (non-

rationality-constituted, e.g. prudential) reason to be rational in general. This view is perfectly 

intelligible, as we can see by analogy with those who hold analogous thesis about the non-derivative 

normative significance of other sorts of facts. For example, moralists who think that morality is non-

derivatively normatively significant think that moral considerations17 constitute reasons whether or 

not there is some (non-moral, e.g. prudential) “reason to be moral” in general.18 Similarly, Humeans 

who think that our desires are non-derivatively normatively significant think that facts about what we 

desire constitute reasons whether or not there is some (non-desire-given, e.g., prudential) “reason to 

satisfy our desires” in general.19 Of course, any one of these views can be questioned. But plausibly, 

on pain of infinite regress, everyone is going to have to hold that something is of non-derivative normative 

significance, where this significance isn’t explained in terms of some further reason of a different 

kind.20 

At the same time, Facts about Rationality Constitute Reasons also accommodates those who 

think that facts about rationality only derivatively constitute reasons – i.e. those who think that facts 

                                                 
15 Cf. Southwood (2008: esp. 18). 
16 This can be thought of as a precisification of the somewhat metaphorical claim that rationality “gives” us reasons (cf. 
Broome 2005a). 
17 The phrase ‘moral considerations’ is deliberately neutral as to whether it’s the fact that some action is morally required 
that constitutes the reason or the fact(s) that make it the case that the action is morally required that constitute the reason. 
Dancy (2000: 165-7) and Zimmerman (2007: Appendix 2) hold that it’s the latter. But Johnson King (2019) persuasively 
argues that either fact can correctly be cited as a reason (even though the two reasons don’t aggregate). 
18 Cf. Prichard (1912). Southwood (2008: 17) also point out this analogy. 
19 Cf. Schroeder (2007: 212-4, 217). 
20 Cf. Korsgaard (1996: 33). 
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about rationality constitute reasons, but only in virtue of some more basic (prudential, moral, etc.) 

“reason to be rational” in general – as a proponent of the normativity of rationality. It’s thus in itself 

neutral on whether rationality is derivatively or non-derivatively normatively significant. This makes it 

a more ecumenical formulation of the thesis that rationality is normative.  

A few further remarks about Facts about Rationality Constitute Reasons. First, the term 

“appropriately related” is of course somewhat imprecise. On the simplest model, the appropriately 

related response will just be the one that is rationally required of A. Thus, any fact of the form rationality 

requires A to Ф will be a reason for A to Ф. However, I intend “appropriately related responses” to also 

cover some other responses. For example, suppose that facts of the form rationality requires A to Ф are 

reasons for A to do something that results in her Ф-ing. This would count as vindicating Facts about 

Rationality Constitute Reasons as I’ve formulated it. But not all potential responses are appropriately 

related. For example, suppose that facts of the form rationality requires A to Ф are reasons to mock A if 

she Ф’s. I take it this would not constitute a vindication of the normativity of rationality in the sense 

that advocates of that thesis are after. So I am not counting mocking A if she Ф’s as an appropriately 

related response. Though the boundaries as to what counts as an appropriately related response are 

of course fuzzy, I rely on the reader to have some sense on what counts as a closely enough related 

response to count as a vindication of the normativity of rationality in an interesting sense. 

 Second, in introducing the distinction between substantive and structural rationality above, I 

said that structural rationality, in contrast to substantive rationality, is not about responding to reasons. 

But if Facts about Rationality Constitute Reasons is true (with ‘rationality’ being understood as picking 

out structural rationality), then there are special reasons of structural rationality. Are these two claims 

consistent? Yes. Here is an analogy. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that considerations of beauty 

constitute reasons: the beauty of some X constitutes a reason to bring X about. Were this true, it 

would not follow that what it is to be beautiful is to be responsive to reasons, or even to be responsive 

to the beauty-reasons (i.e. the reasons constituted by considerations of beauty). After all, beauty can 

be a property of things that cannot respond to reasons. And even restricting ourselves to things that 

can respond to reasons – humans, say – it’s possible to be beautiful without having made oneself so 

in response to a beauty-reason. Thus (now exiting the scope of our supposition for the sake of 

argument), though our account of what beauty is will not invoke reasons-responsiveness, we can 

nevertheless go on to ask whether facts about beauty constitute reasons. Similarly, even if our account 

of structural rationality does not invoke reasons-responsiveness, we can go on to ask whether facts 

about structural rationality constitute reasons. 

 Finally, since it is structural rationality we are concerned with here, and structural rationality 

consists in coherence, we can capture the central question at issue here either by asking whether facts 

about rationality (and irrationality) constitute reasons or by asking whether facts about coherence (and 

incoherence) constitute reasons. I will treat these two formulations interchangeably and move between 

them in what follows.21 Given the framing in terms of coherence, we can also use the term ‘coherence-

                                                 
21 It might be contended that although the property of structural (ir)rationality and the property of (in)coherence are 
coextensive, they are not strictly speaking the same property. In particular, it may be that they have an asymmetrical 
metaphysical relationship, where facts about structural (ir)rationality obtain in virtue of facts about (in)coherence, not the 
other way round. Someone who thinks this might go on to contend that strictly speaking, it’s the facts about 
(in)coherence rather than the facts about structural (ir)rationality that constitute reasons for appropriately related 
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based reasons’ to refer to reasons constituted by facts about the (in)coherence of attitudes. Our 

question, in a nutshell, is whether there are such reasons (for appropriately related responses). 

2. The problem of making space for the normativity of coherence 

 

I’ll now introduce what I consider to be the deepest challenge for the normativity of structural 

rationality, or coherence. I’ll call this challenge, which is inspired by Kolodny (2005),22 the problem of 

making space for the normativity of coherence. Broadly speaking, the challenge is to explain how 

considerations of coherence could fit into our deliberation or reasoning about which attitudes to 

adopt.  

 To spell the problem out, it’s helpful to focus on an example. Let’s take the requirement of 

“inter-level coherence”, which requires coherence between one’s first-order and higher-order beliefs: 

more particularly, it requires (among other things) that one believe p if one believes that one’s evidence 

decisively supports believing p.23  

Here’s the core of the challenge. If considerations of coherence constituted reasons, then 

when I believed that my evidence decisively supports believing p, it would seem to me that I have two 

reasons to believe p. First, the fact that my evidence decisively supports believing p (or whatever fact 

or facts make it the case that it decisively supports believing p). And second, the fact that, since I believe 

that my evidence decisively supports believing p, believing p would make me coherent (or, bring me 

to satisfy a requirement of structural rationality). But that is not, in fact, how things seem in situations 

like this one. In situations like this one, I won’t treat this coherence-constituted consideration as a 

second reason to believe p, in addition to that provided by my evidence. From the first-personal point 

of view, coherence-based reasons seem to be “superfluous”; they don’t “add anything”. 

There are several different, albeit related, points here. The first is that the above illustration 

brings out how considerations of coherence seem typically not to, indeed perhaps can’t, enter our 

deliberation about what attitudes to have. When I deliberate about whether to believe p, I just think 

directly about my evidence for p. I don’t think about whether believing p would make me coherent. 

And there seems nothing misplaced about this. Yet, on a popular view, reasons to Ф are the sorts of 

things that can (and, when everything is going right, do) show up in deliberation about whether to Ф. 

This casts doubt on whether considerations of coherence genuinely constitute reasons. 

The second point is that if I did, in my deliberation, treat the fact that believing p would make 

me coherent as a second, additional reason to believe p, I would seem to be making a mistake. At least 

assuming that I’m right that my evidence does decisively support believing p, to say that I have two 

                                                 
responses (just as some hold, as we saw in fn. 17, that it’s the fact(s) in virtue of which one is morally required to Ф, rather 
than the fact that one is morally required to Ф, that constitute one’s moral reason to Ф). As with the moral case, my own 
view, in line with Johnson King (2019), is that either framing of the reason is permissible, even assuming that the two 
properties are not identical. But someone who thinks that only the framing of the reason in terms of coherence is strictly 
correct should be able to accept the full substance of my positive account, and if they do, they will also count as a 
proponent of the normativity of coherence (and in a good sense, I think, the normativity of structural rationality). 
22 More specifically, it is the third of three challenges for the normativity of structural rationality that Kolodny explores. I 
find the first two less powerful.  
23 The label ‘inter-level coherence’ is due to Worsnip (2018a). Kolodny calls (this dimension of) inter-level coherence 
“B+” (Kolodny 2005: 521). 
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reasons to believe p – first, the fact that my evidence decisively supports believing p, and second, the 

fact that, since I believe that my evidence decisively supports believing p, believing p would make me 

coherent – seems to be engaging in an illicit kind of “double-counting”. Again, assuming that the first, 

evidential consideration is a reason to believe p, this suggests that the second, coherence consideration 

is not a second, additional reason to believe p. 

 The third point is this. It’s generally thought that only evidence for p can constitute the “right 

kind of reason” (or, as I’ll write for short, a “right-kind” reason) for belief for p. Anything that isn’t 

evidence can at best constitute a “wrong-kind reason” for belief. But the fact that believing p will make 

me coherent is not (usually) in and of itself evidence for p. So the fact that believing p will make me 

coherent seems to be, at best, a wrong-kind reason for belief.  

According to some philosophers,24 so-called “wrong-kind reasons” aren’t, in fact, genuine 

normative reasons at all. (A popular argument for this view appeals to the claim that wrong-kind 

reasons can’t feature in our deliberation, or motivate us, thus bringing the first and third points 

together.) If that’s so, it would follow straightaway from coherence considerations being wrong-kind 

that they aren’t reasons. However, even for those who do believe in wrong-kind reasons, there is a 

challenge here. For (as I’ll discuss further in §6 below), the paradigmatic wrong-kind reasons for 

believing p are those that show believing p to be valuable (for example, cases where one is offered a 

large sum of money to believe p). But it isn’t clear that it is (especially) valuable to have coherent 

attitudes, at least not intrinsically or in all cases. So coherence considerations seem to fit neither the 

mold of right-kind reasons, nor the mold of wrong-kind reasons, for attitudes. If that is so, then again, 

one may suspect that they are no kind of reason at all. 

 In the foregoing, I’ve explained the problem of making space for the normativity of coherence 

in terms of the example of how considerations of coherence seem deliberatively superfluous as reasons 

for belief, when added to evidential considerations. But all three aspects of the challenge generalize to 

other attitudes, and to the superfluousness of coherence-based reasons on top of the relevant “right-

kind” reasons. For example, consider intention. It seems that I do not treat the fact that intending to 

Ф would make me coherent (say, because I believe I ought to Ф) as an additional reason to intend to 

Ф on top of the substantive (moral, prudential, etc.) reasons that, in my view, make it the case that I 

ought to Ф. And if I did, I would be engaged in a form of illicit double-counting. Moreover, on the 

standard view, some reason to intend to Ф is right-kind only if it is also a reason to Ф. But the fact that 

it would be incoherent to fail to intend to Ф doesn’t seem to be a reason to Ф. Thus, again, it seems at 

best a wrong-kind reason to intend to Ф.  

3. Toward a solution: the form of coherence requirements 

 

We are considering the problem of how coherence considerations could enter into deliberation about 

what to believe, intend, etc. But there is a tacit assumption in the way that the challenge was set up. 

The assumption was that the if coherence considerations fit into this deliberation, they would do so 

by appearing as considerations that favor particular attitudes. For example, the assumption was, the 

                                                 
24 Including Kolodny himself (Kolodny 2005: 548-51). See also, e.g., Shah (2006); Parfit (2011: Appendix A); Way 
(2012); Rowland (2014); Kiesewetter (2017: 11-13).  
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fact that believing p would make me coherent (i.e., bring me to satisfy a requirement of structural 

rationality), given my other background mental states, would appear in my deliberation as a 

consideration in favor of believing p. As we have just seen, this model seems fairly unpromising. If 

this is the only way that coherence consideration could enter into deliberation, we might conclude that 

coherence considerations cannot play any kind of role in deliberation. But I want to explore whether 

there’s a different way of fitting coherence considerations into deliberation. 

 Let’s work up to this by considering the form of coherence requirements. On my view,25 

coherence requirements can be understood, fundamentally, as prohibitions on combinations of 

attitudes.26 (I assume that prohibitions can still be called ‘requirements’, since a prohibition on a 

combination is equivalent to a requirement not to have that combination.) So, for example, the inter-

level coherence requirement prohibits you from having either of the following combinations: 

{believing that your evidence decisively supports some doxastic attitude D, lacking D}, {believing that 

your evidence does not adequately support some doxastic attitude D, having D}. The instrumental 

requirement (roughly) prohibits you from {intending to Ф, believing that Ψ-ing is necessary for Ф-

ing, failing to intend to Ψ}. The noncontradiction requirement prohibits you from {believing p, 

believing not-p}. The transitivity requirement prohibits you from {preferring A to B, preferring B to 

C, preferring C to A}. And so on. To be structurally rational, on my view, is to satisfy all of these 

coherence requirements. 

 This account is broadly in the spirit of what is often called a “wide-scope” account of structural 

rationality, most prominently associated with John Broome.27 On the wide-scope view, rational 

requirements can be stated using a deontic operator that takes wide-scope over a material conditional. 

So, for example, the instrumental requirement can be stated as follows: rationality requires of you that 

((you intend to Ф & you believe that Ψ-ing is necessary for Ф-ing) → you intend to Ψ). Depending 

on whether one accepts some non-trivial assumptions,28 this may in fact be equivalent to my 

formulation (though I prefer mine for presentational reasons).29 In any case, the crucial point is that 

on both of these ways of stating coherence requirements, coherence requirements generally do not 

tell you to have, or not to have, some individual attitude.30 Call any view of coherence requirements 

with this feature ‘wide-scope in spirit’. For example, suppose that you intend to Ф, believe that Ψ-ing 

is necessary for Ф-ing, but do not intend to Ψ. On a wide-scope in spirit view, the instrumental 

requirement is silent on how to resolve this situation: whether to do so by coming to intend to Ψ, by 

giving up your intention to Ф, or by giving up your belief that Ф-ing is necessary for Ψ-ing.31 Of 

                                                 
25 Defended at more length in Worsnip (forthcoming: ch. 6). 
26 I do not mean to say that all prohibitions on combinations of attitudes are coherence requirements. 
27 See Broome (1999, 2013: ch. 8) for classic statements of this view. Forerunners of Broome’s view include, among 
others, Greenspan (1975) and Dancy (1977). 
28 Namely, that one can substitute logical equivalents within the scope of deontic operators, and that a requirement that 
it’s not the case that you Φ is equivalent to a requirement not to Φ. 
29 Again, see Worsnip (forthcoming: ch. 6). 
30 The exception is the degenerate case when a single attitude on its own is incoherent, and is thereby prohibited by a 
coherence requirement. The usual example is a single belief in the conjunctive proposition (p & not-p). 
31 Schroeder (2004) and Kolodny (2005) thought this was a flaw: this is their “symmetry objection”. For responses, see 
Way (2011) and Brunero (2012). Incidentally, as a matter of dialectic, I take it that Kolodny’s third challenge to the 
normativity of coherence requirements – the one that I’m interested in here – is supposed to stand independently of his 
contention that such requirements are narrow-scope. It’s only his first challenge that is supposed to rest on that premise.  
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course, that’s not to say that there aren’t further normative requirements that determine a unique way 

to go among these options; it’s just to say that by the lights of the instrumental requirement itself, any 

of these ways of going is OK. All it says is that you’d better go one of these ways; it’s not permitted 

to remain instrumentally incoherent.  

 Given this, we might ask: if coherence requirements don’t (generally) require individual attitudes 

of us, then why should the proposal that they are normative be taken to mean that they generate reasons 

for individual attitudes, either?  

Now, it isn’t obvious that prohibitions on combinations of attitudes can’t generate reasons for 

individual attitudes. Here is one potential model for how they might. Suppose again that you believe 

that your evidence decisively supports believing p. Now, we might say, one thing that speaks in favor 

of believing p is that believing p would bring you into satisfaction of a coherence requirement. This is 

an instance of what we can call the ‘satisfaction-as-reason model’:  

 

Satisfaction-As-Reason Model. The fact that Ф-ing would bring you into satisfaction of a 

coherence requirement, given your other states, is a reason to Ф.  

 

To say that Ф-ing would bring you into satisfaction of a coherence requirement isn’t to say that Ф-ing 

is the only way of bringing you into satisfaction of a coherence requirement. Thus, the satisfaction-as-

reason model is compatible with recognizing the point that coherence requirements are prohibitions 

on combinations of states, and don’t generally mandate individual attitudes.  

Still, it doesn’t seem that someone who thinks that coherence requirements prohibit 

combinations of attitudes is forced to adopt the satisfaction-as-reason model. This would only follow 

given two ancillary assumptions: first, that you have a reason to satisfy the coherence requirement; 

and second, that reasons “transmit” in a strong sense, whereby if you have a reason to Ψ, then for any 

Ф that results in your Ψ-ing, you have a reason to Ф.32 Such transmission principles are dubious, at 

least in full generality; I’ll return to this point at the end of §6. Provided that we’re not forced to adopt 

the satisfaction-as-reason model, thinking of coherence requirements as requiring the avoidance of 

certain combinations of attitudes – rather than as requiring individual ones – opens up the way for 

alternative models for the normativity of coherence whereby coherence considerations count in favor 

of something other than individual attitudes. And since the satisfaction-as-reason model does not 

offer any solution to Kolodny’s initial challenge about how coherence considerations, qua reasons for 

individual attitudes, could fit into deliberation, it’s worth pursuing such alternative models. 

 Strangely, though, this seems to be about where much of the existing literature gives out. For 

example, Broome defends a wide-scope account of coherence requirements, and he’s also at least 

sympathetic to the view that such requirements are normative. But he cannot accept the satisfaction-

as-reason model, for it would lead to “bootstrapping” of a kind that he considers unacceptable.33 If 

the satisfaction-as-reason model were correct (in full generality), then whenever I intend to Ф and I 

believe that Ψ-ing is necessary for Ф-ing, I’d thereby have a reason to intend to Ψ (since doing so 

                                                 
32 Raz (2005) is sometimes read as relying on something like this principle. See Broome (2005b) and Kiesewetter (2017: 
92-95) for discussion.  
33 See Broome (2005b). 
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would bring me into satisfaction of a coherence requirement). Moreover, it would seem that I could 

make it the case that I have this reason by adopting the relevant intention and belief – no matter how 

dastardly or worthless the intended end, and no matter how crazy or evidentially-unsupported the 

means-end belief. Broome thinks that this kind of “bootstrapping” shouldn’t be possible, and that this 

is what rules out “narrow-scope” views of rational requirements.34 But if the satisfaction-as-reason 

model were correct, it would also affect Broome’s own wide-scope view.35 Thus, Broome can’t accept 

the satisfaction-as-reason model. And yet Broome doesn’t ever explore what the alternative model for 

the normativity of coherence considerations might be: what they might be reasons for, if not for 

individual attitudes. I want to explore just such an alternative model. To set the stage, I’m going to 

make some remarks about deliberation. 

4. Deliberation as holistic 

  

Here’s a pretty obvious fact that philosophers nevertheless sometimes fail to attend to sufficiently: 

when we deliberate, we often don’t deliberate about individual attitudes in isolation. Suppose I’d like 

to wear some new shoes to the wedding I’m attending on Saturday, instead of my old, beat-up pair. 

But suppose also that the only way I’ve thought of for getting hold of new shoes involves paying a 

visit to the megamall to purchase some. And suppose I really don’t want to pay a visit to the megamall. 

There are three attitudes to settle: first, whether to intend to wear new shoes to the wedding, second, 

whether to believe that in order to wear new shoes to the wedding, I need to visit the megamall; and 

third, whether to intend to visit the megamall. But it would be odd if I deliberated about each of these 

attitudes one by one, in isolation. Instead, it’s more natural to consider them together. I’ll engage in a 

more holistic deliberation process, thinking: what’s more important to me, being able to wear the new 

shoes to the wedding, or avoiding a visit to the megamall? Moreover, if both of those are looking 

really important to me, I might well think: is there some feasible way that I could get hold of some 

new shoes without visiting the megamall?  

Moreover, in these deliberative contexts, I can settle on more than one attitude simultaneously. 

If I’ve fully settled on the belief that visiting the megamall is necessary for getting hold of the shoes, 

then I can then deliberate about whether to visit the megamall or give up on the idea of getting new 

shoes for the wedding. While I’m still deliberating, I’m in an unresolved state with respect to both 

decisions, but when I decide, I can resolve both simultaneously: for example, by settling on the 

intention to wear new shoes to the wedding and the intention to visit the megamall simultaneously. I 

don’t have to start with the former and then reason to the latter.  

Similarly, this simultaneous settling can happen with a belief and an intention. Suppose I 

decide that I care about getting the shoes above everything else in play, and settle on that intention. I 

can then deliberate about whether it’s really necessary to go to the megamall in order to get the shoes, 

and I can conclude that deliberation simultaneously with the belief that it is necessary and the intention 

to go to the megamall. 

                                                 
34 See, e.g., Broome (2004: 30, 49). 
35 Cf., again, Kiesewetter (2017: 92-95). 
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I’ve focused here on the case where I’m initially undecided about all three of the relevant 

options. But similar points hold when I have positive attitudes at the start of my deliberation. Suppose 

I’ve been intending, for months, to wear new shoes to the wedding, but I also have a standing intention 

never to visit the megamall. Suddenly I realize: the wedding is this Saturday, and it’s too late for an 

online order! To get new shoes, I now believe, I’m going to have to visit the megamall. At this point, 

my intentions are up for revision simultaneously. My decision problem is this: either I’ve got to abandon 

my intention to wear new shoes to the wedding, or I’ve got to abandon my intention not to visit the 

megamall (and, indeed, come to positively intend to visit it), or I’ve got to find adequate reason to 

doubt that I really need to visit the megamall in order to get hold of the shoes. Again, it’s natural for 

me to deliberate about each of these possible revisions of my attitudes in a holistic manner, rather than 

in isolation. 

Notice that for all this to work in the way I’ve described, however, I need to be treating the 

combination of {intending to wear new shoes to the wedding, believing that in order to wear new 

shoes to the wedding I have to visit the megamall, not intending to go to the megamall} as off-limits. 

I may not have – indeed, probably haven’t – done this by explicitly considering this combination of 

attitudes and consciously ruling it out. Nevertheless, I don’t treat it as a live option in my deliberation. 

By doing this, I structure my deliberative problem, so that my options become either abandoning my 

intention to wear new shoes to the wedding, or coming to intend to visit the megamall, or giving up 

my belief that I need to go to the megamall to get new shoes. Moreover, once I’ve deliberated in such 

a way as to further narrow down this field of options to two – for example, by settling on the belief 

that in order to wear new shoes to the wedding I have to visit the megamall – my deliberations about 

the other two attitudes are tied together. Since the only options I’m still taking seriously are {intending 

to wear new shoes, intending to visit the megamall} and {not intending to wear new shoes, not 

intending to visit the megamall}, I make my decision about whether to adopt both intentions 

simultaneously.  

 Similar points hold for deliberation in the theoretical realm. Suppose I’m trying to figure out 

what to think about, say, whether a Democrat will be US President in 2025. Typically, I don’t consider 

two separate questions in isolation: first, whether (to believe that) the evidence supports believing that 

a Democrat will be US President in 2025; and second, whether (to believe that) a Democrat will be 

US President in 2025. Nor do I even deliberate about the former question, form a belief about it (e.g.: 

my evidence does support believing that a Democrat will be US President in 2025), and then engage 

in some reasoning to get to the belief that a Democrat will be US President in 2025. Rather, I tie my 

deliberation about these two questions together. Again, I can do that by treating certain combinations 

of attitudes as off-limits. Specifically, letting d be the proposition that a Democratic will be US 

President in 2025, I treat both {believing that the evidence supports believing d, not believing d}, as 

and {believing that the evidence doesn’t support believing d, believing d}, as off-limits. This means 

that I am effectively deliberating only between two options: {believing that the evidence supports 

believing d, believing d}, and {not believing that the evidence supports believing d, not believing d}. 

So I make up my mind about both questions together simultaneously and in concert. Again, by treating 

certain combinations of attitudes as off-limits, I structure my deliberative problem, tying together two 

questions in thought. 
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 But now notice two things. First, in both of the examples just considered, the combinations 

of attitudes that I treat as off-limits are precisely the combinations that are incoherent: those that are 

means-end incoherent, and inter-level incoherent, respectively. And second, when I treat these 

combinations of attitudes as off-limits, and deliberate between the remaining, coherent combinations 

of attitudes, it’s then the case that whichever attitudes I ultimately settle on in my deliberation, I will 

end up satisfying the relevant coherence requirement (in this instance). So, whether I settle on not 

intending to wear new shoes to the wedding, on not believing that visiting the mall is necessary for 

doing this, or on intending to visit the megamall, I’ll end up satisfying the means-end coherence 

requirement. Similarly, whether I settle on {believing that my evidence supports d, believing d} or on 

{not believing that my evidence supports believing d, not believing d}, I’ll end up satisfying the inter-

level coherence requirement. At least as long as my attitudes are formed through deliberation, I will 

avoid the incoherent combinations of attitudes that I am treating as off-limits. 

5. Coherence considerations as reasons to structure deliberation 

 

So far I’ve been describing a way in which it’s possible for me to treat certain (incoherent) 

combinations of attitudes as off-limits in my deliberation, thus structuring my deliberative problem, 

and tying together my deliberations about multiple attitudes. Moreover, in doing so, I make it the case 

that the attitudes that result from my deliberation will respect coherence requirements.  

I am not, of course, saying that agents always do treat these incoherent combinations of 

attitudes as off-limits. However, I now want to make the following normative claim: the ways of 

deliberating that I described in the last section match how we should deliberate. That is: we should treat 

incoherent combinations of attitudes as off-limits in our deliberation, and focus our deliberative 

attention on the merits of the remaining, coherent combinations. If one were to deliberate in a way 

that took some incoherent combination of attitudes seriously as an option, then one’s deliberation 

would be, to that extent, faulty. 

Moreover, I claim, the fact that some possible combination of attitudes is incoherent (or 

structurally irrational) is the reason that one should treat it as off-limits in deliberation. Since, in 

treating certain attitudes as off-limits (and focusing deliberative attention on others), one thereby 

structures one’s deliberation in a certain way, we can say for short that considerations of coherence 

are reasons to structure deliberation in certain ways. This lands us at my proposal: 

  

Reasons-to-Structure-Deliberation Model. Considerations of coherence constitute reasons 

to structure deliberation in certain ways. More specifically: the fact that some possible 

combination of attitudes is incoherent is a reason to treat it as off-limits in one’s deliberation. 

 

Whenever I talk about structuring deliberation in what follows, I mean that as shorthand for the kind 

of structuring of deliberation that is spelled out here: namely, treating certain possible combinations 
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of attitudes as off-limits, and focusing one’s deliberative attention on others.36 What is it to treat a 

combination of attitudes as off-limits in deliberation? Negatively, it involves simply not considering it 

(or being disposed not to consider it) as a deliberative option – not taking it seriously as a combination 

of attitudes one might adopt, not entertaining the substantive merits or demerits of adopting it. 

Somewhat more positively, however, it also involves considering (or being disposed to consider37) 

various different ways of avoiding the relevant incoherent combination, and to deliberate between those 

ways of avoiding the relevant incoherent combination, weighing their substantive merits and 

demerits.38 I take it, then, that treating a combination of attitudes as off-limits involves certain mental 

performances or dispositions toward such performances; it is not itself an attitude, such as belief.39 

As previously noted, treating an attitude as off-limits will also place certain constraints on the 

outcomes of one’s deliberation: that if one adopts one attitude, one thereby adopts (or avoids) another 

as well. For example, if one is treating the incoherent combination of {believing p, believing not-p} 

as off-limits, one ties together believing p with refraining from believing not-p, so that the latter comes 

along with the former (and likewise for believing not-p and refraining from believing p). Similarly, if 

one treats the incoherent combination of {intending to Ф, believing that to Ф one must Ψ, not 

intending to Ψ} as off-limits, then once one has settled on the belief that to Ф one must Ψ, one ties 

together intending to Ф with intending to Ψ, so that the latter comes along with the former (and 

likewise for not intending to Ψ and not intending to Ф). 

We could also perhaps get at what I’m describing with the phrase ‘treat a combination as off-

limits’ by saying that someone who does this has effectively ruled the incoherent combinations of 

attitudes out in advance of substantive deliberation about which attitudes to have. But this language 

is liable to mislead. It may make it sound as if a good deliberator should start deliberation (or some 

pre-deliberative phase) by thinking of all the (relevant) incoherent combinations of attitudes and 

explicitly ruling them out. This is rarely what happens, and would be an absurd demand. Rather, a 

good deliberator is usually predisposed to display implicit sensitivity to the incoherence of certain 

combinations, and to treat those combinations as off-limits automatically, without any need to 

explicitly consider them and rule them out. This is enough to count as successfully responding to her 

coherence-based reasons to treat incoherent combinations as off-limits.  

That said, some incoherences can be subtler than others, and sometimes, a deliberator may 

find herself explicitly entertaining a combination of attitudes that is, as a matter of fact, incoherent. 

On my view, in these situations, the deliberator has a coherence-based reason – constituted by the 

incoherence of the combination in question – to explicitly rule that combination of attitudes out from 

                                                 
36 Likely, there are other things that also qualify as ways of structuring deliberation in a perfectly good sense, such as 
choosing to tackle some complex decision problem in some specific sequence. There will be other reasons bearing on 
these other ways of structuring deliberation. 
37 In cases where one is deliberating in the first place, where it doesn’t just seem obvious how to settle the relevant 
deliberative question, etc. 
38 Is treating a combination of attitudes as off-limits (i.e., “structuring deliberation” in the particular way I’m interested 
in) itself a part of deliberation? This depends on how widely we construe ‘deliberation’: if it is restricted to the process of 
weighing the pros and cons of the options one is taking seriously, then structuring deliberation is distinct from it; but if it 
includes the matter of which options one considers or takes seriously in the first place, then it’s a part of it, albeit a 
special part. 
39 Consequently, it doesn’t itself enter into coherence relations, which hold between attitudes (and absences thereof). 
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her deliberation. Moreover, in such cases, one has reason to rule out this combination immediately, on 

the grounds that it is incoherent, without first engaging in (or finishing up) deliberation about the 

merits of the individual attitudes that constitute the combination. 

What emerges from all this is a picture whereby coherence-based reasons, on one hand, and 

“substantive” (viz. moral, prudential, epistemic, etc.) reasons, on the other hand, play different sorts 

of roles in the deliberative process. The coherence-based reasons are reasons to structure the 

deliberative process in a certain way: they bear on which attitudes one should take seriously in one’s 

deliberation. Conversely, the substantive reasons enable one to adjudicate the merits of the options 

that one does take seriously, within the deliberative constraints set by the coherence-based reasons. 

Once my deliberation has been focused on the coherent options, my deliberation between those 

options should appeal neither to the facts about what my existing attitudes are, as such (though it 

could appeal to the contents of some of those attitudes) or to facts about coherence. After all, 

considerations of coherence by definition can’t help to adjudicate between coherent options. At that 

point, it’s substantive considerations all the way home. 

To illustrate, return to our central example. Suppose I’ve responded to my coherence-based 

reasons by structuring my deliberation to focus on the options of either refraining from believing that 

going to the megamall is necessary for wearing new shoes to the wedding, or refraining from intending 

to wear new shoes to the wedding, or coming to intend to visit the megamall. Since all three of these 

attitudes suffice for avoiding means-end incoherence, considerations of coherence by definition can’t 

help me adjudicate between these three options. Rather, I should settle which of these three options 

to take by considering the substantive merits of each attitude (or absence thereof): the strength of my 

evidence that going to the megamall is necessary for wearing new shoes to the wedding, and the 

relative strength of the practical reasons for intending to acquire new shoes for the wedding versus 

those against intending to take a trip to the megamall.  

6. How this solves the problem 

 

Hopefully, it is now becoming clear how the reasons-to-structure-deliberation model addresses the 

problem of making space for the normativity of coherence. Recall that the challenge had three facets. 

The first was that considerations of coherence seem not to enter our deliberation about which attitudes 

to have, and this casts doubt on their status as reasons. The reasons-to-structure-deliberation model 

locates a way for them to play a role in deliberation. The role they play, however, is not in weighing 

alongside moral, prudential, and epistemic reasons in adjudicating the merits of individual attitudes, 

but rather in structuring our deliberation so as to treat incoherent combinations of attitudes as off-

limits and focus deliberative attention on the remaining options.  

This also helps us to see how the second facet of Kolodny’s challenge, which considered 

“double-counting”, is dispelled. Since coherence considerations, according to the reasons-to-

structure-deliberation model, are not reasons for adopting particular attitudes, they don’t get counted 

alongside the substantive reasons for particular attitudes, and so there is no issue of double-counting 

in the offing.  
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Indeed, the reasons-to-structure-deliberation model can actually help to explain why it would 

be weird for coherence considerations to show up in deliberation as considerations in favor of 

individual attitudes. Go back to Kolodny’s example, and suppose that you believe that your evidence 

decisively supports p. Kolodny thinks that it would be weird to treat the fact that you believe this, and 

that believing p would therefore make you coherent, as a reason to believe p. With our account in 

hand, we can now say that if you’re even in this position in the first place, something has gone wrong 

in your deliberation. For in this situation, by hypothesis, you already believe that your evidence 

decisively supports p, but you’re still deliberating about whether to believe p. But this is already to have 

failed to structure your deliberation in a way such that you treat the option of {believing that your 

evidence decisively supports p, not believing p} as off-limits. If you’re deliberating about whether to 

believe p now, you’re deliberating between believing p and not believing p. If you’re doing this against 

the background of being settled in thinking that your evidence decisively supports p, then you seem 

to be taking seriously the option of {believing that your evidence decisively supports p, not believing 

p}. And your deliberation should have been structured so as to treat this option as off-limits. 

 The third facet of Kolodny’s challenge concerned the charge that coherence-based reasons 

would, if they were reasons at all, be “wrong-kind reasons”. Kolodny is not alone in assuming this.40 

Even those who are friendly to coherence-based reasons – such as John Broome (2013: 83-4) – 

concede that such reasons would have to be wrong-kind reasons.41 The usual thought behind this, as 

we already saw, is that the only right-kind reasons for belief are evidential reasons. So if coherence 

considerations constitute reasons for belief, they must be wrong-kind reasons. (And similarly for other 

attitudes, the right-kind reasons for each of which must fit a specific description that coherence 

considerations always seem not to fit.)  

But if coherence considerations are not reasons for attitudes at all, but rather for structuring 

deliberation in certain ways, this argument does not go through. For while right-kind reasons for belief 

may be exhausted by evidential considerations, this doesn’t mean that right-kind reasons for structuring 

deliberation are exhausted by (or even include) evidential considerations. Thus, considerations of 

coherence, construed as reasons to structure deliberation, need not be wrong-kind reasons. 

Indeed, I think there is a good case to be made that they are right-kind reasons.42 To do this, 

I need to first say what the right/wrong-kind distinction comes to. Following Howard (2019), I think 

the best way to draw the distinction is to identify right-kind reasons with “fit-related” reasons and 

                                                 
40 In addition to Kolodny and Broome, see e.g. Kiesewetter (2017: 96-8, 106-8). One apparent exception to this trend is 
Jonathan Way (2010), who defends the view that when some means is necessary for an end, this very fact constitutes a 
right-kind reason to either intend the means or not intend the end. However, this reason is not itself constituted by a fact 
about coherence, so it isn’t a coherence-based reason in my sense. Indeed, like everyone else, Way actually seems to 
share the assumption that coherence of coherence constituted reasons, they would be wrong-kind reasons (ibid.: 219).  
41 All of the authors referenced in the previous footnote use the terminology of “object-given” and “state-given” 
reasons. I avoid this terminology because I don’t find the object/state language perspicuous, and because insofar as I 
think it makes sense, it doesn’t perfectly track the distinction that is fundamental here (see also Schroeder 2012). 
42 A further possibility is that they are neither right-kind nor wrong-kind reasons, because structuring deliberation is a 
kind of (mental) action. Some contend that the right-kind/wrong-kind distinction does not apply to actions (Heuer 2011: 
179-80; Hieronymi 2013: 118; but see Schroeder 2010 for dissent). I am not persuaded that the right-kind/wrong-kind 
distinction never applies to actions: as I’ll go on to suggest, if the relevant action can be understood as a kind of response 
to an object that it is either fitting or unfitting given the properties of the object, then I think the right-kind/wrong-kind 
distinction can be made to apply. But even if actions do not admit of the right-kind/wrong-kind distinction, the crucial 
point for blocking Kolodny’s argument is that coherence considerations are not wrong-kind reasons.  
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wrong-kind reasons with “value-related” reasons. On this view, roughly, a right-kind reason to Ф is a 

consideration that bears on the fittingness of Ф-ing, whereas a wrong-kind reason to Ф is a reason 

that bears on the value of Ф-ing. So, for example, evidence for p bears on the fittingness of believing 

p, and so is a fit-related (right-kind) reason to believe p, whereas an offer of money to believe p bears 

on the value of believing p, and so is a value-related (wrong-kind) reason to believe p. Similarly, 

consider reasons for fear. Suppose there’s a big, aggressive tiger in front of you, that is gnashing its 

teeth and preparing to pounce. These scary features of the tiger make it fitting to be afraid of it, and 

are thus fit-related (right-kind) reasons to be afraid. Yet suppose also that tigers can smell fear, and 

that your being afraid makes it far more likely that the tiger will attack you. This fact makes it 

disvaluable to be afraid, and is thus a value-related (wrong-kind) reason not to be afraid.  

With the distinction drawn in this way, it seems plausible that – once we understand coherence 

considerations as constituting reasons to structure deliberation in particular ways – they are right-kind 

reasons. For it is fitting to structure deliberation in ways that respect coherence constraints. This is 

true on either of two (non-identical) ways of understanding the term ‘fitting’. On the first (broader) 

way, to say that it’s fitting to Ф is roughly to say that it’s Ф-ing correct to Ф, given the standards 

constitutive of Ф-ing. And it is plausible that it is constitutive of deliberation that it’s correct to treat 

incoherent combinations of attitudes – like {intending to Ф, believing that Ψ-ing is necessary to Ф, 

not intending to Ψ} – as off-limits in one’s deliberation, and to focus one’s deliberation on deciding 

between coherent combinations of attitudes. To the extent that one treats incoherent combinations 

of attitudes as live in one’s deliberation, one seems to be engaging in deliberation that is incorrect of 

faulty qua deliberation. 

On the second (narrower) way of understanding ‘fitting’, fittingness requires more structure, 

in that we can only apply fittingness-talk to responses to objects: some response R towards an object 

O is fitting just if O merits or calls for R. For example, the tiger merits being feared, and a proposition 

can merit or be worthy of belief. It might initially seem that a mental performance like structuring 

deliberation doesn’t have this additional structure. But consider what kind of structuring of 

deliberation is recommended (by coherence-based reasons) on my view: ruling out incoherent 

combinations, and focusing deliberation on coherent combinations. I think it’s true, in just the same 

sense that a proposition can merit being believed, that an incoherent combination of attitudes merits 

being treated as off-limits (in virtue of its incoherence). Thus, it’s fitting, even in the second sense, to 

treat it as off-limits. 

There are also some factors that support identifying coherence considerations (construed as 

reasons to structure deliberation in certain ways) as right-kind reasons that hold independently of 

identifying the right/wrong-kind distinction with the fit/value-related distinction. First, it seems that 

we can directly and consciously respond to coherence considerations in the way we structure our 

deliberation: when I take some combination of attitudes to be incoherent, I can treat is as off-limits 

in my deliberation, explicitly on the basis that it is incoherent. This is typical of right-kind, but not 

wrong-kind, reasons,43 the latter of which famously present difficulties in being responded to directly 

                                                 
43 You might think that these considerations are easy to respond to just because structuring deliberation is an action, and 
all reasons for actions are easy to respond to. But this isn’t right: see the next footnote. 
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and consciously: I cannot believe that the number of the stars in the sky is even, or fear a butterfly, 

directly and consciously on the basis of your offering me money to do so.  

Second, and relatedly, we can dream up certain wrong-kind reasons to structure deliberation, 

and when we do so, that sets up a conflict of reasons in which coherence-based reasons play the same 

role that other right-kind reasons play in analogous conflicts. So, for example, if I offer you money to 

treat an incoherent combination of attitudes as live in your deliberation, this feels very analogous to 

the just-mentioned cases where I offer you money to believe that the number of stars in the sky is 

even, or to fear a butterfly.44 The analogy is not just that in both cases you’re being offered money to 

do something (in the broadest sense of ‘do’): it goes deeper than that. In both cases, you’re being 

offered money to do something that doesn’t really make sense on its own terms. You are, I suggest, 

being given a wrong-kind reason to go against what your right-kind reasons support.45 

 To finish this section, I want to briefly explain how understanding coherence considerations 

as (right-kind) reasons for structuring deliberation helps us to resist the aforementioned satisfaction-

as-reason model, and the bootstrapping concerns that attend it. Recall that I said in §3 that someone 

who thinks that coherence requirements prohibit combinations of attitudes need only accept the 

satisfaction-as-reason model given two ancillary assumptions: first, that you have a reason to satisfy 

the coherence requirement; and second, that reasons “transmit” in a strong sense, whereby if you have 

a reason to Ψ, then for any Ф that results in your Ψ-ing, you have a reason to Ф. The reasons-to-

structure-deliberation model makes both assumptions dubious. First, considerations of coherence in 

the first instance constitute reasons to structure one’s deliberation in certain ways, rather than directly 

to satisfy coherence requirements. And second, considerations of coherence are right-kind reasons, 

which plausibly don’t transmit in the requisite way.46 For example, suppose you have an evidential 

reason to believe p, and due to some psychological quirk believing q will result in your believing p. It 

doesn’t follow that you have an evidential (or other right-kind) reason to believe q. Thus, if coherence 

considerations are right-kind reasons, we shouldn’t expect them to transmit this easily, either.47 

                                                 
44 Notice that the offer of money to treat an incoherent option as live is, like other wrong-kind reasons to go against 
one’s right-kind reasons, plausibly quite difficult to directly and consciously respond to. Certainly one could think about 
the incoherent option, and maybe even its pros and cons, in response to pragmatic reasons. But it seems to me that this 
doesn’t on its own suffice for treating the option as live: to count as treating it as live one has to be genuinely 
considering whether to adopt the incoherent combination, where that involves taking it seriously or having some kind of 
genuine openness to adopting it in a way that does not seem possible in response to pragmatic reasons.  
45 Perhaps the wrong-kind reason is strong enough to make it the case that you ought, all-things-considered, to treat the 
incoherent combination of attitudes as live in your deliberation in this case. I take no stand on this; presumably, we’ll 
want to generalize whatever we say about conflicts between right-kind and wrong-kind reasons more generally to this 
case. However, it does seem to me plausible that coherence considerations exhaust the right-kind reasons for treating 
combinations of attitudes as off-limits or live in deliberation. If this is so, there’s at least a good sense of ‘ought’ – the 
one indexed only to the right-kind reasons – in which you don’t just have reasons to structure deliberation in coherent 
ways, but indeed ought to do so. This may help to explain the sense that the normativity of coherence is “stringent” (cf., 
e.g., Way 2010: 228-9). 
46 Cf. Way (2010: 226-7); Kiesewetter (2017: 95-96). It’s odd that Kiesewetter says that a general transmission principle 
for reasons is plausible (ibid.: 93), while then going on to admit that it’s not plausible for right-kind reasons (ibid.: 96), 
since he elsewhere commits himself to the view that there are no wrong-kind reasons (ibid.: 12). 
47 By contrast, wrong-kind reasons seem to transmit more easily. If there are reasons that show Ψ-ing to be valuable, then 
any Ф that results in your Ψ-ing will realize that value, and that seems to be a value-related reason to Ф.  
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7. Two questions addressed 

 

7.1 Is this really a vindication of the normativity of coherence? 

 

The key feature of the reasons-to-structure-deliberation model that enables it to meet the challenge of 

making space for the normativity of coherence is that it reimagines what coherence-based reasons are 

reasons for. Whereas Kolodny assumed that coherence-based reasons would have to be reasons for 

individual attitudes, the reasons-to-structure-deliberation model proposes that they are instead reasons 

for structuring deliberation in certain ways – namely, treating certain combinations of attitudes as off-

limits, and focusing one’s deliberative attention on the coherent options. But if my model says that 

considerations of coherence aren’t (directly) reasons to have coherent attitudes, does my model really 

vindicate the normativity of coherence? 

 The answer is that it does, if we take the definition of the normativity of coherence that I 

arrived at in §1. Recall that, as I defined it, coherence (or structural rationality) is normative if facts 

about coherence (or structural rationality) constitute reasons for some appropriately related response. 

Moreover, while the phrase ‘appropriately related’ is vague, I explicitly said that doing something that 

results in one’s being coherent counts as an appropriately related response. But structuring deliberation 

so as to treat incoherent combinations as off-limits, and to focus deliberation on the coherent options, 

is doing something that results in one’s being coherent. When done successfully, it ensures that, 

whichever attitudes one concludes deliberations with, these attitudes will be coherent. Thus, the 

reasons-to-structure-deliberation model is one on which coherence is normative in the sense that I 

defined. 

 You may think that this is all a cheat; that I have cooked the books by defining the normativity 

of coherence so as to count my own view as securing it. All I can say to this charge is that it does seem 

to me that a view on which (i) considerations of coherence have normative significance as reasons; 

and (ii) correctly responding to those reasons will result in one’s being coherent, counts as vindicating 

the normativity of coherence in a strong, robust, interesting sense. You may insist on understanding 

the claim that coherence is normative as restricted to the view that considerations of coherence directly 

constitute reasons for the individual attitudes that would make you coherent. If you define it that way, 

then I deny the thesis, since – as this section has made clear – I don’t think this is the way in which 

considerations of coherent are normatively significant. I am at peace with that. But, as my view 

illustrates, it is a large – and illicit – leap to conclude from this that coherence has no normative 

significance. 

One further point here. My model is consistent with saying that you ought to satisfy the 

coherence requirements – in some sense of ‘ought’ that is, if perhaps not itself all-things-considered, 

at least bears on the all-things-considered ‘ought’. It’s just that the way that you should satisfy them is 

via their structuring your deliberation, not via your treating coherence considerations as reasons in 

favor of or against individual attitudes. This, I hope, should further allay the concern that my view 

isn’t one on which coherence is normative in a robust sense. 
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7.2  Are coherence-based reasons still superfluous in a good sense? 

 

Behind Kolodny’s challenge was the thought that if considerations of coherence constituted reasons, 

they would be superfluous. As I cashed this thought out, the idea was that, assuming that coherence 

considerations are supposed to be reasons for individual attitudes, they seem redundant when 

deliberating about which individual attitudes to have. This precise version of the challenge has been 

met by construing coherence considerations as reasons for structuring deliberation in certain ways, 

which locates a role for coherence considerations in deliberation. But there’s a slightly different version 

of the superfluousness challenge that might be thought to still apply even to my view.  

 The thought is this. According to several philosophers,48 you can never be in a position such 

that your substantive (i.e., moral, prudential, epistemic, etc.) reasons permit an incoherent set of 

attitudes. But if that’s so, then it might seem unnecessary to structure your deliberation by treating 

incoherent sets of attitudes as off-limits. If you correctly deliberate about individual attitudes on their 

substantive merits, you’ll never end up with incoherent attitudes anyway. In that sense, coherence-

based reasons might still be thought to be superfluous. 

 As a matter of fact, I reject the claim that your substantive reasons never permit an incoherent 

set of attitudes.49 This claim fails either if there are permissive cases, in which one’s reasons merely 

permit attitudes that are jointly structurally irrational, or if there are conflict cases, in which one’s reasons 

actually require attitudes that are jointly structurally irrational.50 

But let’s suppose, for the sake of argument, that the claim your substantive reasons never 

permit an incoherent set of attitudes is correct. If this is so, then it’s true that coherence requirements 

don’t impose any additional demands on your attitudes, over and above those imposed by your 

substantive reasons. Nevertheless, the present account isolates a further role that coherence 

considerations should play in your deliberation. Suppose you took incoherent combinations of 

attitudes seriously in your deliberation, and did not focus deliberation solely on the coherent 

combinations. Even if you were to then go on to rule out each of the incoherent combinations on the 

grounds that they contain attitudes for which you lack sufficient substantive reasons, and thus 

ultimately end up with coherent attitudes, there would be something defective about your deliberation 

qua deliberation due to your having taken the incoherent combinations seriously to start with. You 

shouldn’t have to rule out the incoherent combinations on substantive grounds; their very incoherence 

                                                 
48 Cf. Kolodny (2007); Kiesewetter (2017: ch. 9); Lord (2018: ch. 2). 
49 For arguments against this claim, see Worsnip (2018a, forthcoming: ch. 3).  
50 Countenancing conflict cases might open up a different worry, which is that it won’t be appropriate to treat an 
incoherent combination of attitudes as off-limits in such cases, since doing so will lead one into a failure of reasons-
responsiveness. (Thanks to an anonymous referee for raising this challenge.) This challenge deserves a fuller reply than I 
can give here (see Worsnip forthcoming: §8.8.4 for more), but briefly: the cases of conflict cases that I think are most 
plausible are ones where one has misleading higher-order evidence about what one ought to believe or do (cf. Worsnip 
2018a). However, it’s a feature of such cases that precisely because one’s evidence is misleading, one isn’t in a possible to 
know (or justifiably believe) that it’s misleading, and thus isn’t in a position to recognize that one is in a conflict case. As 
a result, from one’s own perspective, there will be nothing to rationalize treating the incoherent combination as a live 
option in this case. Consequently, I think it is still inappropriate to treat the incoherent combination of attitudes as a live 
option even in these cases. At least as far as deliberating well goes, it’s still appropriate to treat the incoherent combination 
of attitudes as off-limits. The tragedy of conflict cases is that doing so will lead one into a failure to respond to one’s 
reasons, but such is life if there are conflicts of this kind. 
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should be enough. The point here is not just the instrumentalist one that the incoherence of a 

combination of attitudes can give you a kind of “shortcut” in deliberation, one that helps you to focus 

your deliberation more efficiently on the options that are worth taking seriously – though this is also 

true. It is that there is something defective, something incorrect, about deliberation that doesn’t take 

this “shortcut”, that waits for the incoherent combinations to be ruled out through substantive 

consideration of their merits.51 

8. Coda 

 

I hope to have offered an attractive solution to the problem of making space for the normativity of 

coherence – namely, that coherence considerations are right-kind reasons to structure deliberation in 

certain ways. But some will feel that the problem I’ve addressed, and the solution I’ve offered, don’t 

speak to the heart of their angst. They will want to press a further question that they take to be thus 

far unanswered: “but why structure deliberation in the ways that coherence recommends?” 

 But in light of the considerations I surveyed in §1, we shouldn’t expect this question to have 

an informative answer; at least not if we think that considerations of coherence non-derivatively 

constitute reasons. In the same way as the moralist won’t think there’s a general, non-moral reason to 

do as morality requires, and the Humean won’t think there’s a general, non-desire-constituted reason 

to satisfy your desires, someone who thinks that considerations of coherence non-derivatively constitute 

reasons won’t think that there is a general, non-coherence-based reason to structure your deliberation 

in coherent ways. The best we can do is to give the rather uninformative answer “because it’s fitting 

to do so”.  

 It’s not fully clear what those who are unsatisfied with this are looking for, though. I can only 

speculate that they are looking for some explanation of why it’s valuable to structure one’s deliberation 

in coherent ways. But I do not think the normativity of coherence should be staked on such claims 

about value. Recall that in §6, I argued that once they are understood as reasons to structure 

deliberation, coherence-based reasons can be understood as right-kind reasons, where right-kind 

reasons are understood in terms of fittingness, not value. Return to the analogy of the scary tiger who 

can smell fear. As the tiger is gnashing its teeth and preparing to pounce, you have strong reasons to 

be afraid: these are right-kind, fit-related reasons. To deny that that there are such reasons is, to my 

                                                 
51 I’m assuming here that one must either treat incoherent combinations of attitudes as off-limits in one’s deliberation 
(never even considering their substantive merits), or treat them as live (ruling them out, if at all, only on the basis of 
substantive considerations). An anonymous referee asks whether this assumption is correct. Could there be someone 
who counts as doing neither of these things – and who still ends up responding correctly to all her substantive reasons, 
without treating incoherent combinations of attitudes as off-limits or ruling them out on substantive grounds? I can 
imagine only two candidates for a person who might answer to this description. A first is someone who never treats 
incoherent attitudes as live in her deliberation, but not in any way that shows even implicit sensitivity to their 
incoherence. But this person seems to avoid treating incoherent attitudes as a live option only by a massively unlikely 
accident of luck. Since we cannot reasonably expect ourselves to ourselves to be the beneficiaries of this kind of extreme 
luck, this seems to me not really to show that coherence consideration are redundant for us in deliberation. The second 
candidate is someone who just never thinks about combinations of attitudes together, always deliberating about them 
one by one in isolation. But this would be a really bizarre person. For example, she would have to deliberate separately 
about whether (to believe) it’s raining, and whether (to believe) it’s not raining, instead of just thinking about whether it’s 
raining, and simultaneously settling on believing it’s raining and not believing that it’s not raining. It does seem to me 
that this would be faulty deliberation. 
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mind, is to be willfully unresponsive to our ordinary practices of normative thought and talk. However, 

given that being afraid will make the tiger much more likely to attack you, it might not be at all valuable 

to be afraid. If there’s any value to having fitting fear-states as such (and even this seems dubious), it is 

infinitesimal compared with the value of getting attacked by a tiger. Thus, the (strong) fit-related 

reasons to be afraid in this case just aren’t staked on the value of being afraid. Similarly, I suggest, the 

(strong) fit-related reasons to structure one’s deliberation in coherent ways just aren’t staked on the 

value of doing so. 

Some philosophers may dispute this, because they’re skeptical that there are any reasons that 

don’t bottom out in realizing or promoting value.52 Such philosophers would have to deny that you 

do have reasons to fear the tiger, or reasons to believe what your evidence supports, independently of 

doing so realizing or promoting value. To this, I have two responses, one defensive and one attacking. 

The defensive response is that even staying neutral on these claims, I think it is a major achievement 

if we can assimilate skepticism about the normativity of coherence to skepticism about the normativity 

of right-kind, or fit-related, reasons more generally. The thesis that there are coherence-based reasons 

has typically been taken to pose special problems that the thesis that there are fit-related reasons for 

fear, or (fundamentally) evidential reasons for belief, has not. (Indeed, some of the major skeptics 

about the normativity of coherence, far from being skeptics about these right-kind reasons, are 

skeptics about wrong-kind reasons.53) It’s a major step forward if we can get these various putative 

reasons onto equal terms. 

The attacking response – though I can offer it as nothing more than a polemic here – is that 

we should resist this value-centric way of thinking. The considerations that (rightly) get a grip on us 

in the space of reasons are not just those considerations that concern our realizing value. They are 

also those considerations attention to which enables things – the external world, our minds, and the 

relation of the latter to the former – to make sense. Incoherent combinations of attitudes, in a very 

real way, don’t make sense, and nor does deliberation that takes them seriously. Respecting the 

demands of coherence isn’t merely a matter of “making pretty patterns”;54 such a description demeans 

the project of engaging in deliberation that makes sense. And incoherence is more than unpretty; it is 

(in a sense) unintelligible.  

My view, then, is that the hegemony of value in the theory of normativity is a tyranny, and that 

we should resist it. But making out the broader case for this is a task for another day. 
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